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QUOTE OF THE DAY
"You don't have to be a
genius or a visionary or
even a college graduate
to be successful. You
just need a framework
and a dream."
- Michael Dell
Born on this day in 1965

ARTAfact

2016's Most Anticipated Hotel Openings...
This list of notable hotel openings is your guide should you need some
inspiration for planning your 2016 travels. From a makeover of a Parisian
legend and a downtown Manhattan spot with dome-topped penthouses to
Nobu's first European outpost, these 25 spots around the world are the
one's Fodor's is most excited about this year.
Click here for entire list

The ARTA Travel Team
has over 500 years of
combined experience in
the fields of: travel
agency, airline, hotel,
auto rental, and tour.
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The entire trip was very
good. The drivers were
excellent. Friendly helpful
and fun. They chatted
with us and pointed out
all sorts of interesting
facts

and places.
The people have a
natural
curiosity and
enthusiasm. I am ready
to return and see places I
didn't get to. Kikora in
Arenal was beautiful.
Truly an oasis though
quiet which I love but
maybe a younger crowd
would
want more action. It was
clean and the gardens
outstanding. The Marriott
was perfect. Almost a
little too perfect. I think
we had the best room in
the
place.

The Best Beaches in Hawaii...
Hawaii has too many incredible beaches to visit in one lifetime, so Travel +
Leisure has developed this list. They come in every size, shape, and
color: wide, calm expanses that are perfect for families and little ones who
just want to dip their toes in the Pacific to tiny, secluded coves where
honeymooning couples can get away from the crowds. Best of all, you
can access every single one of them, since all of Hawaii's beaches are
public.
Click here for entire list

Airfares from Dallas / Fort Worth International Airport
DFW to New Orleans, LA $97
DFW to Denver, CO $147
DFW to Austin, TX $167
DFW to Las Vegas, NV $225
DFW to Tampa, FL $236
DFW to Atlanta, GA $237
Fares shown are lowest round-trip, including taxes and fees
Conditions Apply

ARTA Travel clients, receive discounted pricing with
FreedomPark Valet at DFW Airport.
Contact your ARTA agent for more details

Amazing. They had piped
in ethereal music playing
all day and well
after the sun went down.
But was perfect for
maintaining the calm of
the
guests.
Thank
you
Alese,
American Express was
as usual excellent on
directing
me to travel help. You
were very helpful and fun
as well.
June R.
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Islands of the West Med from only $1,399 per
person...
Windstar Cruises is offering 7 nights including Barcelona and Palma de
Mallorca, Spain - Porto-Vecchio, France - Alghero, Portoferraio and Rome,
Italy for an incredible value on select dates. At $200 per day, this luxury
experience is a fantastic offer.
Contact an ARTA Leisure Agent for more details
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Business Travel News 2016 Trends...
This year promises change and Business Travel News has consulted with
industry experts to identify the key areas that warrant the most attention.
Click here for entire article
Contact an ARTA Corporate Agent for more details

GROUP TRAVEL

Best All-Inclusive Caribbean Resorts for Groups
All-Inclusive resorts have come a long way since their inception. Initially,
they were not known for quality and specialized services such as group
offerings. That has changed and there are now many upscale resorts with
service that will spoil your group. On this list are Caribbean hideaways
with amenities and activities that stand out from the usual inclusions.
Click here for entire article
Contact an ARTA Group Agent for more details
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